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he House of Representatives Committee on Privatisation has 

Tvisited SAHCOL. The aim of the visit was to familiarize 

themselves with SAHCOL's operations and also assess the 

success level that has been achieved by SAHCOL since it was privatized 

in 2009. 

Prior to their visit, Alex Okoh, the Director General of the Bureau of Public 

Enterprise declared that SAHCOL's privatization was a success story and 

a model for the government to follow in privatization of other 

government assets. 

At the end of the visit, the lawmakers expressed their happiness at the 

giant strides that the company has made under a decade of privatization 

and further pledged their support and assistance in taking the company 

to greater heights.

House Committee On 
Privatization Visits SAHCOL

SIFAX Off Dock Donates
New Ofce To Agents

IFAX Off Dock, Okota Terminal has donated a befitting office 

Sfor clearing agents operating at the terminal.   The office 

was recently handed over to the agents at a short ceremony 

presided over by Mr. John Jenkins, the Group Managing Director. 

At the ceremony, the GMD said it was the company's policy to 

always provide a befitting work environment for both staff and 

clients and as such, provision of the new agent office is one of many 

strategies being embarked upon by the company to achieve 

customers satisfaction and foster good relationships with her 

critical stakeholders. 



SIFAX Haulage Trains Drivers

IFAX Haulage & Logistics Limited has started the 2018 

Straining programme with a one-day refresher training 

course for its truck drivers. The training was facilitated by 

Speedcraft Logistics Limited and was held at the Ports & Cargo 

Terminal training facility. 

The main focus of the training was to ensure drivers understand 

the physical and legal environment of transportation in Nigeria 

and also to refresh their minds on management expectations 

from them as professionals.

Some of the training modules covered included:  Understanding 

who drivers are; Understanding logistics management; Nigerian 

transportation industry including the physical and legal 

environment and Understanding service legal agreement vis-a-

vis drivers role and relevance.

At the end of the training, the drivers expressed their appreciation 

to the management for the opportunity and promised that the 

knowledge acquired would be applied accordingly in the day to 

day discharge of their duties. Representatives of the Industrial 

Training Fund (ITF) were on hand to assess the training and they 

expressed satisfaction with the conduct of the training and the 

quality of the facilitators.

Stevedoring Compensates Injured Staff

IFAX Stevedoring Limited has compensated some staff who 

Ssustained various injuries in the course of their duties. The 

five staff  who got cash compensation included Cyril Okeke, 

Uba Solomon, Ogbonna Kalu, Haruna Muhammed and Lucky 

Agwantoye.

The compensation ceremony, which was held recently at the head 

office, had in attendance four of the five compensated staff.  The 

ceremony was attended by Mr. Rotimi Edobor, Manager, Stevedore, 

Barrister Chidi Iloegbu, Asst. Manager, Legal Service and Miss 

Adanma Ugwunna, HR Officer.

GMD Canvasses Concession Extension, 
As Agreement Review Committee Visits Ports & Cargo

he Inter-Agency Committee on the Review of Ports Concession 

Tin Nigeria, set up by the Presidency and the Ministry of 

Transportation recently visited Ports & Cargo Terminal. The 

main purpose of the visit was to have an on-the-spot assessment of 

the infrastructural developments in the terminal. Asides the 

assessment, the Committee also had a meeting with the management 

team of SIFAX Group led by Mr. John Jenkins, the GMD. At the meeting, 

the GMD highlighted the challenges being faced by the terminal 

which includes: lease fee collection in dollars, the exchange rate and 

other unfavourable government policies. On the strength of the 

company's indigenous composition and its investment of over twenty 

billion naira in infrastructural development, the GMD appealed to the 

Committee to extend the Ports & Cargo's lease tenure from 15 to 20 

years.



Cooperative Society 
Acquires New Trucks

To expand the revenue base of the society and get more 

returns for its members, the SIFAX Co-operative and 

Multipurpose Society has acquired two brand new 

trucks. The brand new trucks would be deployed to service 

some of the company's clients and complement the services of 

SIFAX Haulage.

According to Mr. Adeleke Olusegun, the association's President, 

the acquisition of the trucks signifies a major shift in the 

management of members' funds, adding that his tenure will focus on 

exploring available investment opportunities, as opposed to 

dormant cash in bank accounts.

“We do not just want member's contributions to lay dormant in bank 

accounts. Collectively, we agreed that we should embark on some 

business investment and this is the first of many opportunities we 

have identified”, he said. 

SBT Trinity Hosts Stakeholders, Seeks Strong Partnership

IFAX Off Dock Trinity has hosted relevant security officials in 

Sand around its terminal to a special meeting. The stakeholders 

that attended the meeting included NDLEA, SSS, NAFDAC, 

EOD, NAQS, Police and Customs officials. Mr. Oliver Omajuwa, GM, 

SIFAX Off Dock noted that the main aim of the meeting was to foster 

unity amongst stakeholders, seek solutions to common problems and 

engender understanding which will lead to sustainable growth and 

development in the terminal. The meeting also sought their support 

in the day to day operations of the terminal. The various security 

teams appreciated the company for its support in 2017 and assured 

the management that they will not relent in their partnership towards 

making the terminal very competitive. They assured that they will give 

their best in making sure that the company's 2018 business year is 

successful.



Commissioner Of Police Visits SAHCOL

B
.D. Gwana, the Airport Commissioner of Police has paid a courtesy visit on 

SAHCOL. The new CP was received by Mr. Rizwan Kadri, Managing Director, 

SAHCOL. Mr. Rizwan assured the new Commissioner of SAHCOL's support in 

making his stay at the airport a success. “SAHCOL welcomes you to the airport, we are 

pleased to also have you in our office today. We will give you all the necessary support 

needed to dutifully discharge your duties”, he said.

CP Gwana thanked SAHCOL for its warm reception and promised to give his best in 

effectively policing the airport and its environs.

AAAF Disburses N7M For Indigent Beneciaries School Fees 

he Ajoke Ayisat Afolabi Foundation has paid the first batch of 

Ttuition fee for the indigent students it supports. Foluke 

Ademokun, Executive Coordinator, AAAF explained that 

tuition fee payment is one of the core philanthropic objective of the 

AAAF. “A total of 45 beneficiaries got payments cheques for this first 

phase. The second phase would commence very soon. The new 

academic term has just resumed and the tuition fee payment would 

help our beneficiaries make payment for their wards” she said. Foluke 

noted that a total of seven million naira (N7,000,000) was disbursed 

to these first set of beneficiaries.

SAHCOL Assures Journalists Of Support

izwan Kadri, Managing Director, SAHCOL, has assured aviation 

Rjournalists of the company's partnership and support for the 

rapid growth in the industry. Rizwan stated this when the new 

leadership of the League of Airports and Aviation Correspondents 

(LAAC) paid a courtesy visit on SAHCOL. 

“Asides the company's customers, the media is the only platform that 

tells the world what any company is doing. We will continue to support 

the journalists so that they will maximally discharge their job 

functions”.



GEVC Supports UNILAG Maritime Students Journal

Dr. Taiwo Afolabi has donated a sum of N5 million to 

support the Law Journal, a publication of the Maritime 

Forum, University of Lagos. The GEVC made a plaedge to 

support the journal during the 2nd edition of the Taiwo Afolabi 

Annual Maritime Conference held at the school last year. While 

presenting the cheque to the forum's executive members at the 

head office, Miss Joy Itegboje, Corporate Affairs Officer, urged the 

students to make a good use of the money in making sure that the 

publication becomes richer in content and more available to students.

GEVC bags ODAA, 
Black Image Awards

or his contribution to the development of the Nigerian 

Feconomy and the Arts & Culture sub-sector, Dr. Taiwo Afolabi 

has received two awards; 2017 Outstanding Dignitaries 

Achievement Award and Black Image Award of Excellence. Both 

awards were received on his by Barrister Ezekiel Ajewole. 

According to Princess Kemi Egbeyode, Chairman of ODAA and Mr Paul 

Uwagbai, Co-Founder, Black Image,  the decision to bestow the 

awards on him was not hard to make, due to his sterling contribution 

to the economy through continuous job creation that has improved 

the economic and social well being of not a few, as well as his support 

for various organizations helping the indigents. 

In his response on both occasions, Barrister Ezekiel Ajewole noted 

that the GEVC was always happy to put smiles on the faces of all that 

come across him. “Our Chairman is a man that is passionately 

burdened about the development of Nigeria especially the youths. 

This has informed our decision in sponsoring and supporting various 

socially-impacting programmes”, he said. 
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SIFAX Group Ushers In New Year With Prayers

rayer sessions were held across all the company's 

Psubsidiaries on the first working day of the year, January 2, 

2018. The prayer event was designed to commit the 

company's businesses, staff and other stakeholders into the 

hands of God. 

At the end of the prayers at the Head office, Mr. Mike Owope, 

Executive Director, Finance, expressed the appreciation of the 

management for the impressive turn out, adding that with other 

factors like hard work, commitment and customer satisfaction, 

SIFAX Group is set to prosper in 2018.
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SIFAX Haulage truck drivers were recently trained on Current Truck Driving Trends in Nigeria. The training was held at the 
DHL Building Ports and Cargo Terminal. 

Commissioning of new agents’ Office donated by the company at SIFAX Off Dock, Okota.
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Selected staff from Finance, Audit and Business Development departments attended a 2-Day training/refresher course on 
International Financial Reporting Standards. The training was held at Lagos State Chamber of Commerce & Industry 

Training facility, Ikeja.  

Injured stevedore staff were presented with compensation cheques by Mr. Rotimi Edobor, Stevedore Manager.
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First Batch of beneficiaries of AAAF’s tuition fee scholarship received their cheques recently

Mrs. Kemi Leke-Bamtefa, National Sales Manager, South 
African Airways presenting an Award of recognition to 

Basil Agboarumi, General Manager, Corporate 
Communications, SAHCOL, as Chairman of the 

Independent Panel of Assessors of the 1st South African 
Airways Essay Competition (SAAEC 2017). 

Mr. Murphy Ikeafele of the Facility Department, PCHS was 
awarded with the Ports & Cargo Staff of the month for 

December. Murphy helped in degreasing of the Quay Apron 
and other locations in the terminal,  as well as improving the 
terminal toilet facilities and diligent supervision of the third 

party cleaners.



SUBSIDIARY:   Ports & Cargo Handling Services Ltd

DEPARTMENT:   Billings & Commercial

BIRTHDAY:    28th April

FAVOURITE COLOUR:  Coffee, Peach & Pink

FAVOURITE MUSIC:  Country Music

FAVOURITE DRINK:  Ice Tea

FAVOURITE FOOD:  Jollof Rice & Plantain

FAVOURITE AUTHOR:  Wole Soyinka

FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT:  The Beach

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY:  Yet to come

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WITH SIFAX:  10 Years

BEST SUPERIOR STAFF WORKED WITH SINCE JOINING THE COMPANY:     

   Mr Yomi Obadare

WHAT MAJOR LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNT WORKING HERE: 

   Dedication, knowing people & 

   achieving set goals

HIGH MOMENTS OF THE JOB:  Yet to come

PERSONAL PHILOSPHY:   Discipline and punctuality

FAVOURITE CAR BRAND:   Toyota

FAVOURITE TELEVISION SERIES:  The Johnsons

FAVOURITE ARTISTE:   Mercy Johnson

BEST MOVIE EVER WATCHED:  Prison Break

BEST PERFUME:    Invisible difference

FAVOURITE SPORTS TEAM:  FC Barcelona

BEST DESIGNER BRAND:   Matdean

HOW WOULD YOU DERSCRIBE YOUR FASHION STYLE?:  Simple and Classy

Discipline and punctuality

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY
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SUBSIDIARY:   Ports & Cargo Handling Services Ltd

DEPARTMENT:   Billings & Commercial

BIRTHDAY:   20th December

FAVOURITE COLOUR:  Black

FAVOURITE MUSIC:  Country Music/Afro Hip-Pop

FAVOURITE DRINK:  Wine

FAVOURITE FOOD:  Afang Soup

FAVOURITE AUTHOR:  William Shakespeare

FAVOURITE QUOTE:  All that glitters is not gold.

FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT:  Sun City, South Africa

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY:  20th December

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WITH SIFAX:  8 YEARS

BEST SUPERIOR STAFF WORKED WITH SINCE JOINING THE COMPANY:    

    Mr. Yomi Obadare

WHAT MAJOR LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNT WORKING HERE: 

    Patience

HIGH MOMENTS OF THE JOB:  Yet to come

FAVOURITE CAR BRAND:   Toyota 

FAVOURITE TELEVISION SERIES:  Village Headmaster

FAVOURITE ARTISTE:   Fela

BEST MOVIE EVER WATCHED:  Gladiators

BEST PERFUME:    YSL Eternity 

FAVOURITE SPORTS TEAM:  Arsenal 

BEST DESIGNER BRAND:   YSL

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR FASHION STYLE?:   Simple
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What would be will be!

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY



EDITORIAL TEAM

OLUMUYIWA AKANDE               PHILIPS OJO                JOY ITEGBOJE       MICHAEL A. KOLAWOLE
Editor            Graphics/Photography

CONTRIBUTORS

OLIVER OMAJUWA --- Off-Dock, Trinity         

BASIL AGBOARUMI --- SAHCOL         

KEHINDE ODUNAIYA ---- Off-Dock, Trinity         

FOLUKE ADEMOKUN --- AAAF         

OLUWASEYIFUNMI SOKOYA ---- SIFAX Off Dock, Okota

For news and pictures of events from your subsidiary and department, kindly forward to 

olumuyiwaak@sifaxgroup.com; phillipsoj@sifaxgroup.com; joyit@sifaxgroup.com

www.sifaxgroup.comSifaxGroup

BIOLA ONIKOYI ---- PCHS

CHIDI ILOEGBU --- Legal        

VANESSA ADETOLA --- SAHCOL         

CHRISTOPHER NNAMUAH --- Haulage

KEHINDE SUNMONU --- PCHS
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